HEI TRIPOD DRILL MACHINE

( See second page for Additional Construction Details )

Heavy Duty Production Drill with the following features:

- **Vertical Linear Shaft Guide Ways for superior accuracy** plus smooth precise drill movement and control. The Actuating Handle is DU bushed for smooth up and down operation.

- Heavy Duty construction for long term operating durability. Equipped with a tote handle and coated with high corrosion resistance Hammerite enamel.

- Powerful 110 volt, 6 amp drill motor operates from 0 to 1300 rpm. Chuck size @ ½” diameter. Handles up to 6” diameter diamond drills

- Mechanical design insures high accuracy spindle rotation for longer diamond hole drill operating life. Design is self drilling in that operator does not have to apply additional force.

- Highest Quality and Performance Tripod Drill in the glass industry. Only drill in market place that is equal in performance is the imported AMZ1 Drill distributed by CR Laurence. The price for the AMZ1 Drill is twice that of the HEI Tripod Drill

- The HEI drill is by far the superior drill in the market place. Compare the HEI Drill versus any competitive glass drill. See the huge difference in quality and performance of the HEI drill versus all competitive tripod drill products.

- Substantially superior machine in terms of durability, quality and performance compared to the Baldwin, Bohle or CR Laurence CRL2 Tripod Drills.
Rear View of Drill showing **Vertical Way Guides & Drill Depth Stop Mechanism**

Rear View of Drill showing **Vertical Way Guides**